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Even instinctive
behavior may not develop
well if the individual
is exposed to abnormal
conditions.

Differences in the
behavior of individuals
arise from the
interaction of heredity,
culture, and
experience--the effect
of each depends on the
other.

Human beings can use the
memory of their past
experiences to make
judgments about new
situations.

People can learn from
each other by telling
and listening, showing
and watching, and
imitating what others
do.

Learning means using
what one already knows
to make sense out of new
experiences or
information, not just
storing the new
information in one's
head.

Human beings tend to
repeat behaviors that
feel good or have
pleasant consequences
and avoid behaviors that
feel bad or have
unpleasant consequences.

Both external and
internal conditions
(chemistry, personal
history, values)
influence how people
behave.

Unlike in human beings,
behavior in insects and
many other species is
determined almost
entirely by biological
inheritance.

Technology, especially
in transportation and
communication, is
increasingly important
in spreading ideas,
values, and behavior
patterns within a
society and among
different societies. New
technology can change
cultural values and

The claims people make
are sometimes based on
how they feel about
something rather than on
what they observe.

Some likenesses between
children and parents are
inherited. Other
likenesses are learned.

People are alike in many
ways and different in
many ways.

The expectations, moods,
and prior experiences of
human beings can affect
how they interpret new
perceptions orideas.
People tend to ignore
evidence that challenges
their beliefs and to
accept evidence that
supports them.

By biochemical or
anatomical means,
heritable
characteristics may
influence behavior.

All behavior is affected
by both inheritance and
experience.

Some animal species are
limited to a repertoire
of genetically
determined behaviors;
others have more complex
brains and can learn and
modify a wide variety of
behaviors.

What people expect to
observe often affects
what they actually do
observe.

People can learn about
others from direct
experience, from the
mass communications
media, and from
listening to other
people talk about their
work and their lives.


